
Program Responses Given at Arlington Information Forum

Expand CE opportunities.  A lot of public health training opportunities that could cross license types

Allow other training providers to provide training courses

Exams need to be redone

Simplify CE reporting

Make sure the CE is valuable and applicable to the industry before approving

Make code enforcement a practice act instead of title protection only

Eliminate fees. Review existing fees to make sure applicable and not excessive.

Create levels of licensure basic, code 1, code 2, code 3, advanced

Keep it a license and not a certification

Streamline application approval and exam approval process.  There is a gold seal letter that they have to get from the 
state to sit for exam and it takes months.   

Course is taught based on state law and they don't operate on state law, they operate on city ordinance

Look at curriculum.  Lacking blood borne pathogens and sanitation requirements.

Verify CPR is current upon renewal

Standardized online exam would be ideal. State should administer.

Facility registration fee for laser devices.  Decrease fees.

Allow for online upgrades

Let instructors provide CE and not require two licenses

Schools have no representation on FSMTB and they develop the exam.  Have a state exam that is tied to state required 
curriculum.

Eliminate the ability for other professions to practice massage

Update verbiage to myotherapy instead of massage

Reflexology issues should be addressed

Limit online CE to 10%

Shorten turn around time on license, mail process, complaints

Add photo to license

Don't let unlicensed massage therapists work for chiropractors/doctors

Another level of credential (technician with 300 hours) to work under a chiropractor, LMT

Change exam to state exam and not FSMTB MBLEx because the exam does not match state curriculum

Apprentice license with focused training on specific modality

California schools are selling transcripts.  Need a way to verify or check.

Keep MBLEx

No unlicensed mold remediation

Establish advisory board

Open communication with licensees.  Most instructors have not taken the state exam.  Communicate to help them be 
better trainers.  

Do NOT allow online training

Reciprocity

Expand CE opportunities. 

Credit for CEU even if she took them outside of the CE reporting period but as long as she has not used them for 
renewal before.  Mirror other programs that allow for CE carryover.

Exams need to be redone

Younger people are not entering the field.  Need to allow on-the-job training.

If there is an advisory board it needs to include sanitarians

Program Responses Given at Austin Information Forum

Streamline the process of initial licensure - takes 2-3 months

Recognize ICC classes for initial registration (as an alternative to TEEX class) and for CE

Build a 2000 hour master aesthetics program with laser and skin and separate out hair

Increase the education requirements from 5 days/40 hours to 750 hours

Clarify how to offer the fourth tier of laser hair removal "The Professional"

Sanitarians

If you were king or queen for a day, what change would you make to rules, laws, or processes?

Code Enforcement 
Officers

Laser Hair Removal

Massage Therapists

Mold Assessors & 
Remediators

Code Enforcement 
Officer

Laser Hair Removal
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Change the exam and the content - do not use the national exam - create a state exam 

Break the relationship with FSMTB

Allow MTs to take insurance - change education requirements and insurance codes

Legalize prostitution instead of using massage therapy profession to prevent it

Not break our relationship with the FSMTB

Raise the minimum number of hours required for initial licensure from 500 to 600+

Create tiered licensure for MTs - Spa or Therapy with different number of hours of training required

Study the certifications available to see if misleading/inadequate training can be avoided

Influence health insurance to pay for massage therapy

Remove the 25 square foot rule

Lower the 25 square foot rule to 5 feet

Offer initial required training in Austin or remote locations and for renewal

Ensure that landlords must properly remediate moldy properties before renting out a unit

State standard for indoor air

Advisory board needed - serving offenders and reporting back to courts and probation officers

More than minimal ethics required for providers

Change state law to require sanitation inspections to be performed by an RS

Strengthen the requirements for initial licensure and create a true SIT training program

NEHA registered sanitarians should be exempt from registration or register free

Change the definition for the profession from RD to REHS

Implement a code of ethics

Add an advisory board

TX should adopt the national credential 

Program Responses Given at Houston Information Forum

More training required

Similar to sanitarian program but the requirements are very different.  They should be more aligned with each other.

Want levels with licensing

Eliminate JP exam, ethics is already required, or maybe include it in school curriculum

Change massage curriculum to mirror national standards (ELAP)

Have every level of licensee and experience represented on advisory board

Eliminate apprenticeship for licensing

Remove loophole for people working with chiropractors and in medical offices who aren't licensed

Citizen's arrest, or a better way to report clients who are harrassing therapists

Increase education standards to 750 hours

Tiered licenses or specialized license certifications

Clear communication of who our representative is for federation for state massage therapy boards

Practical exam added back

Provide a checklist of what inspectors will be looking for when visiting facilities

Untrained, unlicensed massage therapist can work for a chiropractor and that needs to stop

Should be required that half of the 12 hours required for renewal be hands on training

Eliminate the need to have all 3 licenses to be a massage therapist, CE provider, instructor etc.

Reduce the fees or allow for a bundle of some kind for multiple licenses

CE providers for massage, don't want there to be any changes from the point of view of the CE Providor

Wants everything to be online

Would like for there to be more CE hours required

Have a tiered massage license with specilizations

Have CE hours carry over to allow for more extensive classes

CE providors needs to make it clear that the course offered is an art or science course

Would like for schools to have an externship requirement so students will have real world experience and not need to 
be retrained by establishments.  Would like this to be a requirement.
Would report schools as a violation for allowing compensation, if they did, because those schools are a business and 
those students might be being taken advantage of.
Make the rules allow for them to be able to touch parts of the body needed when those areas are where the injury/issue 
is
Prior experience and education should not be allowed to supplement or exempt them from having to take the anatomy 
and physiology

Massage Therapists
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Offender Education 
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No upper limit on mold insurance policies for homeowners/building owners

Mold coverage would cover everything mold related, including the consultant and the contractor

Temporary license issued to the company, not the individual temporary laborer

Ability to hire temporary labor, but the company maintains the license

Each mold company would be able to issue a maximum number of temporary licenses

Allow different requirements for "small jobs" which allows mold remediators to work on small jobs without the full range 
of regulatory requirements

Remove the protocal for small jobs to allow mold remediators easier access to help homeowners

Faster communication response time when contacting agency

State exam was written for the construction industry by a microbiologist 10 years ago.  It needs to be totally revamped 
by someone who provides the training now.
A lot of different timeframes, immediately, 2 days, 5 days etc.  Sometimes its workdays, sometimes its calendar days.  
Needs to be consistent throughout.

Exemptions don't make any sense.  Some people should not be exempt that currently are.

Insurance companies should have to cover mold

Contractors be able to do their work without being babysat by a consultant

Have the certificate of mold remediation form from TDI not be applied across the board.  Form must be signed and then 
any exceptions need to be added on the back.  Form needs to be fixed.
Issue of under 25 square feet licensee must hire a consultant when the unlicensed person doesn't need to.  The 
exemption should be for all.

Would like externships, if required, to be in a proper location and allow for monetary compensation.

Jobs must be cleared by a consultant, but it is the contractors responsibility to get the certificate to the client, but it is 
based on what the consultant issued.  Would like consultant to be responsible for issuing and providing the certificate.

Strengthen Texas exam

Eliminate examination as a requirement for SIT

Restart the advisory committee

More targeted college hours (less broad courses) for sanitarian registration

Multiple pathways to licensure 

Would like education required for license, not experience-based

Want levels with licensing

Mold Assessors & 
Remediators
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